Extensions

Privacy Badger

HTTPS://EVERYWHERE

uBlock Origin

Adblock Plus
Search Engines

Google

DuckDuckGo

startpage
Online Accounts

- Two-Factor Authentication
- Two-step Verification
Password Managers & Generators

LastPass...
Online Accounts

- Email
  - Use Multiple Email Accounts for Different Purposes
  - Recognizing Spam
  - Phishing
  - .zip Attachments from Unknown Senders
  - Be Mindful of Who You Share Your Email With
Online Accounts

- Online Banking & Purchases
  - Turn On Purchase Notifications
  - Check Statements Online & Paper
  - Using Paypal instead of credit/debit Card Info
  - HTTPS
VPNs?

Virtual Private Network

VPN
PROTECTS YOUR DATA

YOU

YOUR DATA

B/N:

CPU-FAN

NO HACKERS
NO FIREWALLS
NO GOVERNMENT

INTERNET
VPNs Continued

Data Encryption End To End
VPNs Continued

Geolocation Spoofing
VPNs Continued

What Devices Are Supported?

- Windows 10
- macOS
- Chrome
- Android
- Amazon
- iOS
- Linux
Remove Unused/Unsupported Software
Only Download Applications From Trusted Websites
Keep Programs & OS Up to Date
Keep Programs & OS Up to Date

ANDROID Version History

Questions?